Let A and B be two groups of up to n elements distributed on the rst row of an n n recon gurable mesh, and CA;B a subset of the cartesian product A B satisfying some unknown condition C. Only one broadcasting step is needed in order to compute CA;B's elements. However, the problem of moving CA;B's elements to the rst row in optimal time (so that they can be further processed) is not trivial. The conditional cartesian product (CCP) problem is to move CA;B's elements to the rst row in O( jC A;B j n ) steps. This requires optimizing the cartesian product operation such that CA;B's elements will be optimally scattered in the mesh, so that O(n) elements can be retrieved in a single step (as opposed to !( p jCA;B j) elements needed if the cartesian product is not optimized). We give a deterministic algorithm that for any A; B; C solves this problem in O(log log n jC A;B j n ) steps, and an \adaptive" randomized algorithm whose optimality is veri ed by experimental results. Note that the CCP is a case where we overcome the inherent limitation of the recon gurable mesh, namely, the inability to perform fast routing of packets located in a small area.
The di culty in the CCP operation lies in the need to move O(n) elements to the rst row in every step. Consider a straightforward solution in which A's and B's elements are broadcast along the rows and columns of the RN-mesh, and those elements of A B satisfying C are selected. In this case, C A;B 's elements might be arbitrarily scattered in the RN-mesh and only p jC A;B j) of them can be moved to the rst row in a single step. The proposed solution is based on special arrangement of A's elements, such that the elements of C A;B , once created, are optimally scattered.
This solution \breaks" the inherent limitation of recon gurable meshes (and regular meshes), namely the lowerbound of ( p z) for routing z packets located in a small area. In the CCP solution, we use the fact that the packets are generated by cartesian products, in order to distribute them properly, so that maximal number of packets can be rout in every step. In this respect, the CCP operation is an interesting variant of routing problems on the recon gurable mesh.
The de nition of C A;B can be extended to several groups. We denote by C A1;:::;A k the subset of the general cartesian product of A 1 : : : A k satisfying some condition C. The solution of the CCP problem allows us to cascade several CCP operations of A 1 : : : A k , such that the elements of C A1;:::;A k can be generated and moved to the rst row in O( P k i=2 jCA 1 ;:::;A i j n ) steps. Note that in the setting of the CCP problem we assume that the time needed to broadcast the elements of the groups A 1 ; : : : ; A k is negligible compared to the size of the intermediate cartesian products (C A1;:::;Ai ). Thus, we assume that the input groups are optimally arranged (e.g. equally distributed in the rst row). The di culty or the goal of the CCP problem is to optimally arrange the intermediate products.
Obviously, the operation of the CCP is equivalent to relational database queries ?], as computing C A;B is identical to a projection of a join between two elds A and B. Thus, an e cient solution of the CCP problem shows that the RN-mesh can be used as an e cient database machine, which is a novel application for the RN model. As it turns out, the CCP operation can be used not only to implement database queries, but also to realize production systems (PS), wherein cartesian products are used to carry the communication between parallel computations. The second section of this paper introduces PS, and shows how they can be used to code typical PRAM algorithms such as computing the transitive closure of a graph. This section of the paper is not covered in the published literature on production systems. It presents a strong type of negation in PS, essential for establishing PS as a parallel programming tool for the RN-mesh. We conclude with a short summary of recon gurable networks (RN), and the RN-mesh in particular.
The reader is referred to ?] for a formal description of the model. In general, the Recon gurable Network (RN) model ?] utilizes a set of processors (nodes) connected by edges, to create \ exible" bus connections.
Buses are created by allowing nodes (processors) to connect and disconnect their adjacent edges in various patterns. The common RN model is the RN-mesh, with n 2 processors arranged in n rows and n columns.
Each processor is connected to four neighbors, and can connect its four edges to create di erent con gurations called \states". 2 The cartesian product problem
In this section we present two algorithms for solving the CCP problem (def. ??), using an n n RN-mesh. As explained in the introduction, if C A;B is formed in a straightforward manner, its elements might be located in a dense square, such that !( p jC A;B j) steps are needed just to retrieve the elements of C A;B so that they can be moved to the rst row. Our goal is to solve the CCP problem in O( jCA;Bj n ) steps rather than in O( p jC A;B j) steps (regardless of the condition C). Let C a 0 ;B = f< a 0 ; b j > j b j 2 B; C(a 0 ; b j ) = trueg be the subset of C A;B restricted to a 0 . Our main observation is that if before the cartesian product takes place, A's elements are \properly" distributed on the rst row, then n elements of C A;B can be retrieved in a single step. The term \properly" refers to a distance of jC a 0 ;B j empty columns between a 0 2 A and the next element of A to the right. All the elements of C a 0 ;B (once created) can be moved to the rst row in a single step across this distance (see g. ??).
We begin by describing basic operations used in the solution of the CCP problem. The rst is a fast Essentially, the signal \jumps" one row upward whenever crossing a column i with input 0 1 0 . After k jumps, the signal hits the \modulo" layer (see g. ??) and using the other column of the pair enters the next lowermost processor. Thus, every k elements, the signal is \bent" down and passes through an odd column. This is used to create a representative for every k consecutive elements. This process is repeated once more, using the representatives as inputs. Clearly a representative found at this stage is equivalent to We restrict this operation to compute v i only as long as it does not exceed n, the partial sum of the elements whose v i > n is set to in nity. Lemma 2.2 The operation of approximate summing can be carried out on a (n + 1) 2n RN-mesh in a constant number of steps.
Proof: This algorithm uses the same basic technique as the previous one, and we therefore describe only the main details. Let a i be the value of the i'th element in the rst row. We use a constant time sorting algorithm First each a i changes its state to L; U; D; R, and transmits its value to the right, so that every a i receives the value of its left neighbor (denoted by a i?1 ). Essentially, the signal \jumps" a i rows upward whenever crossing a column with an element a i . This requires that all necessary \bending" can be computed by the pair of columns devoted to a i based on the value of a i and a i?1 alone. The requirement that we bend the signal \in advance" forces us to perform only an approximate summing, rather than a precise one. Let a i?1 ; 2 a i?1 ; 3 a i?1 ; : : : be the positions at which a i \expects" to receive an incoming signal. The idea is that a i should \bend" each incoming signal (entering a i 's column in known positions) upward to a distance greater than a i so that it will leave a i 's column at known positions. A signal entering a i 's column at k a i?1 should leave a i 's column at d k ai?1 ai e a i + a i . This \bending" is called rounding the signal and is depicted on the right side of g. ??.
Since a i?1 is greater than or equal to a i , every segment of length a i in the column of a i is crossed by at most two incoming signals. Two adjacent columns are needed to round the incoming signals, one to create the upward bending and one to create the right bending (see right side of g. ??). Clearly these \banding" points can be computed and a suitable con guration can be devised. The place where a signal crosses a column (see left side of g. ??) with an element determines its partial sum, yielding the desired v i values.
Using these operations we can solve the CCP problem as follows: Lemma 2.3 The CCP problem of an n n RN-mesh can be solved in jCA;Bj n log log n steps.
Proof: Let A safe A be a set of elements a i for which jC ai;B j is known. By setting a distance of d(a i ) = jC ai;B j between a i and a i+1 all the elements of C ai;B can be brought to the rst row in a single step. Thus, the elements of C A safe ;B can be moved to the rst row in O( jCA safe ;Bj n ) steps. The main problem is therefore to compute the distances of as many elements as possible in a few steps.
Consider the k-counting operation used to compute C ai;B using a k n sub-mesh. The \waste" involved in such a counting operation is determined in relation to the distance d(a i ) = jC ai;B j which is needed to move the elements of C ai;B to the rst row in one step. We do not want to use too large sub-meshes for the counting operations, only to discover that smaller sub-meshes would su ce. For instance, if all jC ai;B j are constant and we chose k = n (i.e we chose the whole mesh to perform every counting operation), it will take us n steps to discover that all elements could have been moved to the rst row in one step. For a given element a i , after setting k we may discover that: k 2 < jC ai;B j so k-counting will fail (see def. ??), and jC ai;B j will not be computed. In this case we have \wasted" the sub-mesh used for this counting operation, which could have been used for other successful counting operations.
k jC ai;B j so jC ai;B j is computed, with an index for every element of C ai;B . However, there is a \waste" of k ? jC ai;B j columns, which are not needed either for the counting operation or for the distance d(a i ). These k ? jC ai;B j \extra" columns could have been used for other counting operations of other elements.
k jC ai;B j k 2 , so jC ai;B j is computed and no waste occurs. Note that there is a possibility that jC ai;B j could have been computed with a smaller k = p jC ai;B j n sub-mesh. However, those k columns will be used anyway in the distance d(a i ) needed to move the elements of C ai;B to the rst row.
Observe that the rst case is not a \complete waste" since we now know that jC ai;B j > k 
The randomized algorithm
In this section we describe a simple randomized algorithm that achieves an optimal execution time for the cartesian product problem, as follows:
1. A random permutation on the n processors of the rst row is chosen and the elements of A are distributed accordingly. Another permutation is used to randomly distribute the elements of B on the rst column. Finally C A;B is generated by broadcasting along the rows and columns of the underlined RN-mesh. 
L-R,U-D In all other cases.
This con guration creates buses leading from every element in C A;B towards the upper row or towards the rightmost column. However, some of the buses might be \blocked" if they hit a processor with an element of C A;B . It easy to see that these states allow a bus to by-pass processors and buses used by other elements of C A;B . Fig. ? ? is an example of such buses created on an 9 9 RN-mesh, showing three blocked elements.
3. The elements of C A;B are transmitted upward where some are able to escape and can be moved to the rst row. The rest are \blocked" and are moved to a random processor along their blocked path. This can be done by choosing random coordinates between the current location of the element and the coordinates of the element that blocked it.
4. The remaining blocked elements of C A;B are moved to random positions along the bus that connects their current processor to the processor that blocked them, and the process is repeated (starting at step 2) until there are no blocked elements. and arranged its elements in dense rectangles whose dimensions and coordinates were randomly chosen. Note that a rectangle-like arrangement of C A;B 's elements is a \di cult" input for the cartesian product problem, therefore forms a suitable testing for such an algorithm. The results (as described in g. ??) show that on the average, order of n elements could be moved to the rst row in every step.
Production systems
Note that the pseudo-language used to describe RN algorithms is not capable of expressing programming language entities such as variables, data-structures, analogs of functions and recursion. Clearly, such programming is too low-level and requires extensive bookkeeping. This include: moving intermediate results, partitioning the RN-mesh to perform sub computations and synchronization. Using common PRAM or message based programming languages is not likely to be e cient, since its communication mechanisms are not suitable for exploiting the recon guration capability of the RN model. Finally, the RN-model calls for super ne grain computations, which is the posit for common parallel programming languages. What is therefore needed is an \eccentric" parallel programming model, whose implementation can bene t from the fast recon guration capability of the RN-model. We therefore advocate the idea of using production systems (PS) as a parallel programming language for RN, and show how it can be implemented on RN using the algorithm for the CCP problem. In this section we present the model of production systems (PS) and show how it can be used for parallel programming. First we describe the syntactic structures of rules, the form in which PS programs are written. The operational semantics of PS is given by an algorithm describing how to execute these rules. This algorithm reveals a particular form of negation which is useful for parallel programming. It will take at most log n cycles of the PS-alg to compute the transitive closure of the graph. Thus we also require that the size of every E Gi will be available at every tuple t 2 TS during each step of the PS algorithm. In fact, it will be most helpful to use not only the size of every E Gi , but also to compute a di erent index for every element in E Gi . This \extra" information, as we will see, can be easily obtained using RN without increasing the execution time. The size of groups and the indexing of elements obtained during execution of rules is most helpful in writing e cient PS programs (as described in ?]).
The RN implementation of PS
We now turn to the problem of establishing an e cient implementation of the PS-algorithm using the n n RN-mesh. A complete implementation involves many technical details which are beyond the scope of this paper. For the purpose of this paper, it is su cient to note that steps 6 ? 11 of the PS-algorithm actually compute TS i = C TSi?1;EG i . If we use the cartesian product algorithm of lemma ?? to compute TS i , we are guaranteed that each processor in the rst row contains at most jTSij n elements of TS i . This can be used to perform the next product TS i+1 = C TSi;EG i+1 e ciently.
Let E be a set of elements distributed between the processors of an n n RN-mesh. The radius of E is the minimal number of steps needed in order to broadcast each element of E on some column (or row) of the RN-mesh. jEj R(E) should be the average number of elements that can \escape" E at every step and thus can be moved to some row or column. According to lemma ??, for any i > 1 R(TS i ) = jTSij n , thus TS k can be computed in R(EG 1 This particular usage is common in PRAM algorithms, and demonstrates the strength of shared memory programming.
Using hush functions ?] and a routing network with a diameter of log n as a PRAM machine, the execution time of the above program is O(log n). Since H(I) is a hush function, jC mem module;br j = n and the rule is executed in O(log log n) steps. Thus, in several cases of shared memory usage, PS implemented on the RN-mesh outperform PRAM machines.
Conclusions
This paper addresses the problem of e cient execution of conditional cartesian products (CCP), establishing the RN-model as an e cient database machine. The paper advocates the use of production systems as a general parallel programming model for the RN-mesh. We show that the RN-mesh can e ciently execute production systems using the CCP operation. The application of the CCP operation to database queries is straightforward and deserve no explanation, however, production systems are somewhat unfamiliar and complicated, an elaborate discussion of production systems and their implementation on the RN-mesh is given.
We give two algorithms for the CCP problem, one deterministic with a log log n slow-down factor, the other, a randomized algorithm whose optimality is con rmed by experimental results. The problem of nding an optimal deterministic CCP algorithm is not solved, and either a lower bound or a better algorithm is needed. All our results use the LRN model ?], thus are more feasible.
